
FGT SERIES -- GANTRY TYPE CUTTING APPLICATION IN FIBER LASER CUTTING INDUSTRY

Small Details Make Big Differences 
– By Andy.Xiang



FGT Series Specification

Model 6025 12025 18035 24035

Axis Stroke X 2500mm 2500mm 3500mm 3500mm

Y 6000mm 12000mm 18000mm 24000mm

Z 250mm 250mm 250mm 250mm

Positioning Accuracy ±0.05mm

Repositioning Accuracy ±0.05mm

Acceleration 0.8G 0.6G

Travelling Speed 80m/min 60m/min

Cutting Capacity

Laser Power 6KW 12KW 15KW 20KW

Mild Steel 22mm 25mm 30mm 50mm

Stainless Steel 16mm 25mm 30mm 40mm

Aluminum 12mm 25mm 30mm 30mm

Brass 10mm 12mm 16mm 20mm

Standard Configuration Optional Configuration

RAYCUS/BWT laser source Light curtain protection system 

BOCI cutting head Voltage transformer&stabilizer

Hypcut cutting system Air compressor  

Cypnest nesting software Dust collector 

EtherCat CNC control system 

Yaskawa servo motors

Motoreducer/Tomogawa speed reducer

KH rack and pinion 

CSK linear guide 

Hanli water chiller 

Machine body protection 

Partition exhaust system 

Air control system

Nozzle auto cleaning 



THE 5 ADVANTAGES OF GANTRY TYPE LASER CUTTING 

Large size,thick plate and steel structure cutting 

Compared to plasma cutting/flame cutting,laser cutting has 
big advantages in cutting costs, processing precision, and as 
the laser power and cutting capacity keep growing in recent 
years, there is a trend to reply those traditional cutting tools. 
High laser power plays more and more important roles in large 
and thick metal cutting. Unlike those standard cutting tables 
with 2 meters width, we can customize as long as 36 meters 
long, 3.5 meters wide cutting table.

Easy loading and unloading

Thanks for its low cutting table, very easy for staff 
sorting finishing part. 
No fairing makes it easier for loading and unloading 
especially for those heavy thick metal and virtual 
partition cutting zone and light curtain dual protect 
staff safe while cutting.

Modular cutting table 

The cutting table is separately from machine body, huge 
heating accumulated in cutting process can not trasmitted to 
machine body and protect machine body from distortion. 
Usually, after years of cutting, the table would get burned and 
damaged by laser beam, due to its modular design, you can 
cut a new table by yourself and replace it. 

HOW TO SAVE COSTS IN PRODUCTION?

• Higher productivity 
• Better cutting quality 
• Lower downtime 
• Less expense 

Efficiency 

In a certain time, your productivity is higher than your 
competitors or your traditional cutting tools, then your 
production cost is lower, benefit your products more 
competitive in the market. 

Easy-to-use interface, quick set-up parameters, smart 
nesting strategy, and real-time monitoring system make 
your work more than just easy. 

Finely cutting techniques within software accelerate the 
cutting speed as well, fly cutting,co-edge,lightning piercing, 
and drawing import all aim for a faster and better cutting.

Excellent cutting quality 

You may never be able to finish all the metal work with 
a single machine, but a good cutting parts can obvious 
shorten the rest processing time.

laser cutting features for its high precision cutting 
,minimum cutting seam,excellent cutting surface.
Combined with hypcut cutting system, whether you are 
an engineer or newly trained staff can easily get a good 
cutting effect.

And before shipping, we have tested cutting capacity 
within our factory and save most common cutting 
parameters for you as well.



Efficient exhaust system 

To some extent,the open design would weak exhaust effect,our 
engineer design a stronger system to protect your staff and 
also environment.
Two high-speed fans combined with a partition exhaust system 
result in an outstanding result,and it always keep moving along 
with the cutting head to achieve the best. 

Container shipping 

For those oversize machines, shipping overseas is always a big 
issue, segmented structure makes it no longer difficult anymore, 
so does the installation. 
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Lower downtime

We always know prevention is more important than 
take medicine. All kinds of safety device has been bulit 
in machine itself,electric circuit protection, gas circuit 
protection,personnel protection,hardware and software 
double protection.

Maintenance is also important for running a good 
machine,the hypcut cutting system can real-time 
monitoring  the running status for different parts of laser 
, you always can get a in-time alarm and dealing with it. 
Maintanance reminder also can help you.

Machine is not only the thing we forward you, but also a full 
set training course, your staff not only can master how to 
cut but also maintenance and basic troubleshoting.

Less expense

You may find a cheaper manufacturer, it must be another 
Chinese manufacturer. Within China,we can make use of  
the best supply chain,novel concepts,experienced workers, 
and strong  manufacture ability to build powerful and 
reliable machines.

Over 40% high electro-optical conversion efficiency let 
your costs advantages more obvious.Less costs,more 
output.

Unlike those conventional machine manufacturers charge 
very expensive for guarantee,our machine contains 
standard two years guarantee without extra fee and 
lifetime maintenance with reasonable charge.


